Pearl #295 – 9 Av of Jewish History

9 Av of Jewish History
The prophecy of the return of Yeshua-the-Christ is imminent and is
intertwined in Jewish history. Tracing the past of mankind since
Adam and Eve we find many interruptions where YHWH the Creator
had to correct a human race in various locations. An Apocalypse was
sent to save His creation when Evil became absolute. Evil caused
mankind’s mortality of a temporal caterpillar-cocoon-butterfly system
but need an added immunity illustrated in nature to continue Eternal
Life. Thus, a fallen Satan was appointed to inoculate all of mankind
with a large dose of evil that will cause the gift of immortality to
become resistant to Evil. A future resurrected life on a New-Earth will
forever be free of Evil prophesied by Yeshua in Rev. 22. For those
seeking Truth more is uncovered in Babushka egg books concepts
linked to the Hebrew Alphabet Number System. It showed that free
energy, atom, DNA intelligence to every living substance is climaxed
in humanity: all is based on prehistoric Kosmos Good and Evil Laws.
Therefore, mortal mankind made in the image of the Creator will be
judged on the end of the Time Dimension facing two (2) options:
Mercy unto Life or Mercy unto Death. Yeshua our defense lawyer
will evaluate each person’s immunity against evil, which is needed
not to repeat a historic judgment of a Satan’s rebellion with millions
of his angels. Every redeemed mortal designed with a free Will must
thus be inoculated against Evil to live in eternity secured and shielded.
The Creator YHWH restarted the human race after Noah 2288 BC
that destroyed a hi-tech transgenic nature through mixing foreign
genes to create forbidden horrible aberrations. The recorded divine
Torah story was written by appointed scribes under a penname to
chronicle like tape-recorders superimposed by a corrected 7000-year
Hebrew calendar. Not everybody is qualified to interpret events from
the metaphysical side of the Daleth dimension to recognize the eternal
consequences detailed in the blueprint of the Plan for Mankind.
To write mankind’s history, YHWH picked Enoch, Noah, Abraham,
Moses and some Gospel writers revealing in stages God’s Plan for
Mankind. To make it credible for skeptics, hundreds of events were
prophesied in advance to confirm that divine information can be
trusted. Writing across thousands of years more pen-writers were
added. YHWH selected Abraham with promises to make him special.
From him came forth a tiny Jewish nation appointed to record divine
revelation and historic consequences of evil passed on to educate a
future generation. To trace time many calendars were invented; some
are not yet investigated but found in many museums linked to bronzegold clocks only recently decoded in Babushka Egg Book #3. They
match calendars to determine Yeshua’s return at the front door?
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When the conceptual math of the Hebrew Alphabet Number System
is applied, one can date the prophesied return of Yeshua if matched
with corrected calendars. The blueprint of God’s Plan for Mankind is
revealed in the very first verses of Genesis on how the universe was
created to operate with “infinite energy”. When it crystallized matterelements- genes in the Time Dimension created our earth explained in
a New Atom theory, Babushka egg concept Book #6, #7 & #9.
A Hebrew calendar is regulated by special (7+5) festivals as the
Creator is supervising his creation and divided a divine intent in five
(5) prayer holidays to end in judgments. Let’s look at the significant
sufferings on the 9thAv that the Jewish people historically endured
which could prophesy a last Jacob’s Trouble to remove Israel from
the map. Satan tried it for thousands of years, but that tiny nation is
protected by a divine covenant to continue forever until the sun, moon
and stars will no longer be in the sky.
Elena’s Israel Blog
Here is a more complete list of significant events on this date in Jewish history
and why it is a time of mourning for the nation of Israel:
• Av 9, 1312 BC – The ten spies brought the bad report leading to the wilderness
wandering. See also: [Moses broke the First Stone Tablets written by YHWH.]
• Av 9, 586 BC – Babylonians destroy Solomon’s temple. See also: Ezekiel’s
430 Days (corrected 588 BC- Babushka egg concept book #3)
• Av 9, 70 AD – Romans destroy 2nd temple. See also: Daniel’s 70 Weeks
• Av 9, 135 AD – The Bar Kochba revolt was crushed by Roman Emperor
Hadrian. The city of Betar — the Jews’ last stand against the Romans — was
captured and liquidated. Over 100,000 Jews were slaughtered.
• Av 9, 1290 AD – July 25, 1290 Jews forced out of England.
• Av 9, 1492 AD – August 11, 1492 Jews forced out of Spain.
• Av 9, 1914 AD – August 1, 1914 World War I Began (The immediate cause
of the war was the June 28, 1914 assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand,
heir to the Austro-Hungarian throne, by Gavrilo Princip, a Bosnian Serb citizen
of Austria-Hungary and member of the Black Hand. On August 1, 1914
Germany declared war on Russia)
• Av 9, 1942 AD – July 23, 1942 – Treblinka extermination camp opened in
occupied Poland, east of Warsaw. The camp is fitted with two buildings
containing 10 gas chambers, each holding 200 persons. Carbon monoxide gas is
piped in from engines placed outside the chamber, but Zyklon-B will later be
substituted. Bodies are burned in open pits.
• Av 9, 2005 AD – Aug 16: Gaza Evacuation: The Beginning of Dividing Israel
for Peace – Israel’s Disengagement Plan: Dividing the land - 1st Seal- Rev. 6

So the next judgment date could be predicted with a corrected Julian
Caesar calendar using true science of a returned echo. The last
prophesied Jacob’s Trouble explained in Pearl #120 is thus linked to
Yeshua’s return to save his people after over four (4) million Jews
around Jerusalem are murdered again as foretold in the Torah-Bible.

Watch the next – 9 Av 5779 (August 2019)?
Jacob’s Trouble Is Bigger Than You Think (25 July 2018)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6Ktc2DvnPw
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